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RICHARD YOUNG: Behind the scenes of his most iconic shots
PLUS: Fashion special; and the London Design Festival
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Think Mario TesTino,
and vibrant, sexy fashion
photographs – a gleaming
Gisele, a paint-smeared
kate, naomi in a dressing
gown – spring to mind.
Little is known about
Testino’s own tastes in art.
sotheby’s sets out to
debunk this unknown with
shake it Up, an exhibition
and sale of 400 works
from Testino’s personal
collection. Formed over
30 years, the collection
brings together many of
the artists that Testino
testino : the influences
most admires, and whose
visual language has helped
to inform his world and
the not-for-profit Museo MATE in the
vision. Directed and designed by Testino
Peruvian capital to promote and support
himself, highlights include portrait artist
culture. now focused on taking the work of
elizabeth Peyton’s Pink (spencer) (Three);
MaTe to the next level, all proceeds from
richard Prince’s blurry nude; a spooky
the auction will go towards the expansion
Wolfgang Tillmans and a calming, hypnotic
of the museum’s programme of exhibitions,
Ugo rondinone.
residencies and education initiatives.
Two auctions of international
“The art world is where i feed,” says
contemporary art on september 13-14
Testino. “it opens my eyes to new things and
will be followed by an online only sale of
shifts my consciousness.”
photographs collected by Testino. Testino’s
own work will also be presented.
Shake It Up is at Sotheby’s, 34-35 New Bond
Born in Lima in 1954, Testino established
Street, September 8-13. Tel: 020 7293 5000
TOP: Gilbert & George, The Wall, 1986
Estimate £100,000-150,000 © Sotheby’s

ABOVE: Elizabeth Peyton, Pink (Spencer)
(Three), 2002.
Estimate £15,000-20,000 © Sotheby’s

high tide for march
CharLes MarCh’s seascapes are not your run-of-themill holiday snaps. The British photographer, who spent
time as an apprentice for stanley kubrick and has worked
on campaigns for Levi’s, Benson & hedges and iCi, is
interested in the “feeling” of a place. a seascape for March
is, “a very deep look at the earth and how we see it. The
sea is also a boundary, a line, something to cross or not.
it is calming, inspiring and often dangerous.” The results
are energised works in which March uses the camera “as a
brush”, creating fluid movements during exposure.
Charles March, Seascape
© Charles March

Charles March: Seascape is at Hamiltons Gallery, 13
Carlos Place, September 11-15. Tel: 020 7499 9493
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